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A R T I C L E   I N F O                           A B S T R A C T 

 

1. Introduction   

    In this fast-changing age, dual-band, tri-band, or 
multiband antennas are necessary to support the 
growth of various wireless systems. One solution to this 
trend is the use of multiple antennas, as they improve 
device functionality and flexibility.  
 
 
 
 

 
     The evolution of microstrip printed patch antennas 
has led to smaller circuit sizes, and techniques such as 
the defected structures technique have been used to 
increase the bandwidth. The two main types of this 
technique are the defective ground structure (DGS) and 
the defective microstrip structure (DMS).  
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 A new Plus-shaped Dielectric Resonator Antenna (DRA) with parasitic rectangular 

elements (P-DRA) is proposed for multi-band applications. The antenna is made 

up of a plus-shaped dielectric resonator and four parasitic rectangular elements 

that create a rectangular antenna with four L-slots. The P-DRA has a relative 

permittivity of 15 and is mounted on a 50-ohm microstrip feeding line with a 

partial and defective ground structure. The proposed R-DRA is designed with the 

dimensions (15 x 12 x 6.4) mm3. The impedance bandwidth, radiation pattern, 

return loss, and antenna gain are obtained using an electromagnetic simulator 

that employs the finite element method. Furthermore, the obtained results are 

validated by another 3D simulator using the finite integration technique solver. 

The P-DRA is designed for multiband applications such as sub-7 GHz (4-8 GHz), 

wireless local area network (WLAN), X-band (9-10) GHz, and (11-12) GHz, and Ku-

band (13-16) GHz. The parasitic elements not only contribute to the excitation of 

additional frequency bands but also enhance the bandwidth of the operating 

frequencies, providing two broad bands of (4-8) GHz and (13-16) GHz with 

integrated resonant frequencies. 
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     The DGS [1] is synthesized using structures like the 
electromagnetic band gap and is produced by periodic 
or non-periodic cascading defects in the ground of the 
substrate plane. The DMS operates similarly but can be 
inefficient at high frequencies due to increased 
conductor losses. To solve these losses, dielectric 
resonator antennas (DRAs) have gained attention in 
recent years due to their high radiation efficiency, 
constant gain, ease of excitation, design flexibility, and 
compact size [2]. Although DRAs come in many shapes, 
modal analysis is only known for a few basic shapes, 
such as hemispherical, cylindrical, triangular, and 
rectangular, with the rectangular shape having one 
more degree of freedom [3, 4].  
       Finding a single DRA that covers multiple wireless 
applications across both low and high-frequency ranges 
is challenging. Recently, there has been a demand for 
multiband antennas, and various techniques, such as 
hybrid antennas that combine DRAs with additional 
resonating antennas, have been published in the 
literature [5-8]. To improve DRA performance in 
multiband applications, either the DMS or DGS can be 
used at the ground plane, or a combination of both [9], 
or other techniques such as parasitic elements can be 
employed to increase the bandwidth of conventional 
DRAs [10]. With the numerous wireless communication 
systems available, having a single device that can cover 
multiple wireless applications is desirable. 
      The purpose of this article is to introduce a design 
for a quad-band DRA that uses a parasitic L-shaped 
element and a microstrip line feed for multiband 
applications. The designed antenna has dimensions of 
(30 x 15 x 6.4) mm3. The hybrid-shape rectangular-DRA 
(R-DRA) starts with a basic rectangular DRA consisting of 
a rectangular dielectric resonator material with a 
relative dielectric constant of ϵr = 15, which is fed by a 
microstrip line of a length calculated based on the 
substrate dimension [11].  
       The R-DRA offers more design flexibility than 
cylindrical DRA because it has three independent 
geometric dimensions. The design is then improved 
using the DGS technique to enhance its wideband 
capability [12]. The final proposed design, a cross-shaped 
with a middle air gap, is compact and enables four 
bands to operate simultaneously at four multiband 
applications such as sub-7 GHz (4-8 GHz), WLAN, X-band 
(9-10) GHz, (11-12) GHz, and Ku-band (13-16) GHz. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2.  ANTENNA DESIGN  
      Fig. 1 depicts the geometry of the proposed plus-
shaped DRA with four parasitic rectangular elements.  A 
single microstrip feed excites the antenna, which has a 
high permittivity dielectric resonator (DR) and 
rectangular parasitic elements from the same material 
with dimension (P1 x P2 = 2.8 x 3.8) mm2 is located at 
the top of the substrate at (m, n = 1.2 mm) distance far 
away from the main plus-shaped DR. Rogers RO3003 
substrate with a dimension (L x W = 30 x 15 mm2) and a 
thickness (h = 0.76 mm), a dielectric constant (ϵr = 3), 
and a loss tangent (tan δ = 0.0013) support the antenna.  
A partial ground plane is etched at the bottom metallic 
surface of the dielectric substrate (Lg x Wg = 12 x 15 
mm2); this partial ground has a slot with dimensions (Ls 
x Ws = 4 x 1.9 mm2). 
      The proposed DRA can be realized using DR with 
dimensions of length (Ld = 15 mm), width (Wd = 12 
mm), thickness (c = 6.4 mm), and middle air gap (a, b, c 
= 5, 4, 6.4) mm. These dielectric plates are constructed 
from ECCOSTOCK® HiK material, which has a high 
dielectric constant (ϵr = 15) and a loss tangent (tan δ = 
0.002).  
        A conductive strip (L2 x W1 = 6 x 1.9 mm2) 
connected to a microstrip feed line (L1 x W1 = 13 x 1.9 
mm2) excites the DR. With the aid of parametric 
analyses and an electromagnetic simulator, the 
suggested low-profile DRA geometry is improved. The 
proposed antenna's optimized parameters are shown in 
Table 1.  
 
3. DISCUSSION  
      Firstly, as reference antenna 1, A basic R-DRA with 
dimensions of (12 x 15 x 6.4) mm3 and a relative 
dielectric constant of ϵr = 15 with a loss tangent of tanδ 
= 0.002 is fed by a 50 Ω rectangular microstrip line with 
an offset length (L2 = 6 mm) under the dielectric 
material. 
      Fig. 2 shows a defected slot on the ground plane 
with a length (Ls = 4 mm) and a width (Ws = 1.9 mm) to 
achieve a wideband feature with a small size (a). The R-
DRA is analyzed using the dielectric waveguide model 
[13]. When a block of DR is placed on a dielectric 
substrate, TE modes are excited, and the fundamental 
mode's resonant frequency, TE111, is calculated using 
the following equations [14]  
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Results shown in Fig. 3 indicate that to carry out the 
plan's ideal scope, antenna1 needs to be modified. 
Thus, as can be seen in Fig. 2, (b) antenna 2 
consequently displays a rectangular air hole that is 
stacked in the middle of (R-DRA).  
     The rectangular air gap is optimized using a 
parametric investigation, and then (a x b) mm2 air gap (a 
= 5, b = 3) that was discovered is fixed.  After completing 
the multiband to its full extent, the parasitic elements 
are provided in two steps to achieve good impedance 
matching in the upper and lower frequency bands. Fig. 3 
depicts the first step, where the vertical element of DSG 
with optimal dimension (m = 1.2 mm) is introduced to 
the dielectric resonator, followed by the introduction of 
a horizontal element with optimal dimension (n =1.2 
mm), giving the R-DRA's corners an L-shaped 
appearance of DGS and creating four parasitic 
rectangular elements which are non-radiating elements 
that are placed in front of the radiating plus-DRA to 
direct the EM wave in its direction. Simulation of the 
reflection coefficient for the plus-shape DRA case 
obtained two integrated bandwidths in the range of 4 to 
8 GHz, three integrated bandwidths in the range of 13 
to 16 GHz, and two frequency bands for S11 ≤ -10 dB, as 
shown in Fig. 4.  
     Every geometrical parameter affects the overall 
performance of the antenna differently. The effects of 
parameters on the proposed antenna are investigated in 
depth in the following section using a 3D 
electromagnetic simulator based on the finite element 
method. Fig.4 shows the simulation results of reflection 
coefficient (S11) verification with another simulator that 
provides a different solving technique (the finite 
integration technique). Fig. 5 illustrates the reflection 
coefficient (S11) of the hybrid-shape R-DRA with various 
DR heights to investigate the effects of the DR's height. 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

      Fig. 5 illustrates the reflection coefficient (S11) of the 
hybrid-shape R-DRA with various DR heights to 
investigate the effects of the DR's height. It is noticed in 
Fig. 5 that the plus-shaped resonance and impedance 
bandwidth rise as the height c drops from 9.6 to 3.2 
mm. To give a more perfect performance, such as higher 
gain and efficiency, the proposed plus-shaped DRA is 
planned at a height of (c = 6.4 mm). By simulating the 
(S11) of the proposed Plus-shaped DRA with various 
values of excitation length L2, as shown in Fig. 6, the 
effects of the feeding mechanism are examined. It is 
noticed that using the microstrip feed excitation in 
which a single feed line with its open end is fitted under 
the DR material, improves the impedance matching of 
the majority of resounding modes by enabling an 
effective coupling between the feed mechanism and the DR.  
       According to Fig. 5, the best impedance matching is 
achieved when L2 is set to its optimum value of 6 mm. 
Fig. 6 illustrates the effects of DGS, where the 
simulation results (S11) of the proposed plus-shaped 
DRA with the change of the length (Ls) of the DGS slot in 
the ground show that decreasing (Ls) enhances 
multiband features and provides better antenna 
performances when Ls = 4 mm. The proposed plus-
shaped DRA offers four bands (4-8 GHz) with two 
integrated bandwidths (which cover C band and sub 7 
GHz applications), (9-10), (11-12) GHz which cover X 
band applications, and (13-16) GHz which covered Ku 
band applications for S11 ≤ -10 dB. Thus, according to the 
S11 simulations, the proposed plus-shaped DRA offers 
both multiband and wideband features. 
 
4. Conclusion  
      A multiband plus-shaped dielectric resonator antenna 
with parasitic rectangular elements (P-DRA) design for 
various applications is presented in this paper. The proposed 
P-DRA antenna achieved four frequency bands covering 
61.5%, two integrated bandwidths at the range of (4-8) GHz, 
10.2%, range (9–10) GHz, 8.5%, range (11–12) GHz, and 
20%, three integrated bandwidths with the range (13–16) 
GHz. The P-DRA assures that the P-DRA is a good option for 
different applications, including those in the ku band, sub-7 
GHz band, satellite communication, and other wireless 
communication services.  
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             Fig. 1  Geometry of plus-shaped DRA including (top view, bottom view in three-dimensional view) 

 

(a) Antenna 1 (b) Antenna 2   (c) Antenna 3 (d) P-DRA with   four 
parasitic elements 

 
Fig. 2  Evaluation of the plus-shaped DRA without (a, b, c) and with four parasitic rectangular elements (d). 

 

 
Table1.  Dimensions of the proposed antenna in mm 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 

Parameters Dimensions Parameters Dimensions 

L 30 Lg 12 

W = Wg 15 W1=Ws 1.2 

L1 13 m = n 1.2 

L2 6 a 4 

Ws 4 b 5 

c 6.4 h 0.76 

P1 2.8 P2 3.8 

a 

b 

c 

L 

W 

L

1 

m 

n 

P
P

1 Ls L2 

Lg 

Ws 
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 Fig.3 Simulated return loss S11 for the case of plus-shaped DRA with four parasitic rectangular elements 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Simulated S11 results verification by two simulators using different techniques. 
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Fig.5 Simulated return loss S11 for the P-DRA with various heights of the DR. 

 

 

        

 Fig.6 Simulated return loss S11 for the P-DRA with different values of the excitation length L2. 
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          Fig.7 Simulated return loss S11 for the P-DRA with different values of the DGS length Ls. 
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